The Department of Management offers graduate studies leading to MS and PhD degrees and coursework supporting the Mays Business School's MBA degree.

The MS degree program in human resource management consists of 37 credit hours, and up to 6 additional credit hours depending on prior completion of necessary preparatory coursework. The MS degree program in entrepreneurial leadership consists of 36 credit hours. The PhD program emphasizes coursework in organizational behavior/human resource management and strategic management.

Additional information, including specific departmental requirements, may be obtained by contacting the master's student advisor or the doctoral student advisor in the Department of Management.

Faculty

Bierman, Leonard, Professor
Management
JD, University of Pennsylvania Law School, 1978

Boivie, Steven R, Professor
Management
PhD, The University of Texas at Austin, 2006

Boswell, Wendy R, Professor
Management
PhD, Cornell University, 2000

Call, Matthew L, Assistant Professor
Management
PhD, University of South Carolina, 2016

Carter, Misti, Clinical Assistant Professor
Management
JD, The University of Texas, 2003
PhD, Texas A&M University, 2015
PhD, University of Texas, 2003

Chambers Bridgette, Professor of Practice
Management
PhD, NorthCentral University, 2018

Chandler, Ronald S, Lecturer
Management
MS, Texas A&M University, 2001

Chawla, Nitya, Assistant Professor
Management
PhD, University of Arizona, 2020

Dwivedi, Priyanka, Assistant Professor
Management
PhD, The Pennsylvania State University, 2017

Faulk, Larry, Clinical Associate Professor
Management
PhD, Louisiana State University, 2002

Flint, Gerald David, Clinical Professor
Management
PhD, Texas A&M University, 1997

Griffin, Ricky W, Distinguished Professor
Management
PhD, University of Houston, 1978

Hailey, Camille E, Clinical Associate Professor
Management
JD, South Texas College of Law, 1993

Ireland, Robert D, Distinguished Professor
Management
PhD, Texas Tech University, 1977

Kim, Ji Young, Assistant Professor
Management
PhD, Arizona State University, 2019

Kim, Sijun, Visiting Assistant Professor
Management
PhD, University of Arizona, 2021

Kim, Yong Hyun, Assistant Professor
Management
PhD, University of Michigan, 2017

Koopman, Joel E, Associate Professor
Management
PhD, Michigan State University, 2014

Li, Fei, Visiting Assistant Professor
Management
PhD, Arizona State University, 2021

Li, Toby, Assistant Professor
Management
PhD, Rice University, 2019

Lian, Huiwen, Associate Professor
Management
PhD, University of Waterloo, Canada, 2011

McFarland, Kenneth, Clinical Assistant Professor
Management
PhD, Pepperdine University, 2018

Ong, Li Xuan Madeline, Assistant Professor
Management
PhD, University of Michigan, 2017

Pace William, Assistant Professor of Practice
Management
PhD, Capella University, 2017
Paetzold, Ramona L, Professor
Management
JD, Indiana University, 1990
PHD, Indiana University, 1979

Panina, Daria, Clinical Professor
Management
PHD, Rutgers University, 2002

Paruchuri, Srikanth, Professor
Management
PHD, Columbia University, 2004

Rogers, Gail, Clinical Assistant Professor
Management
DBA, DePaul University, 2020

Sanchez, John, Clinical Assistant Professor
Management
DBA, Liberty U, 2022

Schwartz, Mark, Professor of Practice
Management
JD, Baylor University School of Law, 1983

Seo, Haram, Assistant Professor
Management
PHD, University of Minnesota, 2021

Song, Yifan, Assistant Professor
Management
PHD, University of Florida, 2019

Stevens, Jeffery, Clinical Assistant Professor
Management
PHD, Texas A&M University, 2003

Wesner Bradley, Clinical Assistant Professor
Management
PHD, Texas A&M University, 2011

Wesner, Kylene, Clinical Assistant Professor
Management
PHD, Texas A&M University, 2014

Withers, Michael C, Associate Professor
Management
PHD, Arizona State University, 2011

Certificates
- Entrepreneurship Certificate (http://catalog.tamu.edu/graduate/colleges-schools-interdisciplinary/business/management/entrepreneurship-certificate/)

Masters
- Master of Science in Entrepreneurial Leadership (http://catalog.tamu.edu/graduate/colleges-schools-interdisciplinary/business/management/entrepreneurial-leadership-ms/)
- Master of Science in Human Resource Management (http://catalog.tamu.edu/graduate/colleges-schools-interdisciplinary/business/management/ms/)

Doctoral
- Doctor of Philosophy in Management (http://catalog.tamu.edu/graduate/colleges-schools-interdisciplinary/business/management/phd/)